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ABSTRACT
Due to the dramatical increase in popularity of mobile devices
in the last decade, more sensitive user information is stored
and accessed on these devices everyday. However, most exist-
ing technologies for user authentication only cover the login
stage or only work in restricted controlled environments or
GUIs in the post login stage. In this work, we present TIPS,
a Touch based Identity Protection Service that implicitly and
unobtrusively authenticates users in the background by con-
tinuously analyzing touch screen gestures in the context of
a running application. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work to incorporate contextual app information to
improve user authentication. We evaluate TIPS over data col-
lected from 23 phone owners and deployed it to 13 of them
with 100 guest users. TIPS can achieve over 90% accuracy
in real-life naturalistic conditions within a small amount of
computational overhead and 6% of battery usage.

1. INTRODUCTION
According to the market analysis in [1], there will be 640

million tablets and 1.5 billion smartphones in use globally
by 2015. This increasing ubiquity of mobile devices makes
device access control and data security extremely important.
However, current mobile user authentication technology has
several limitations. For example, most devices only provide
login screen password security which needs to be entered sev-
eral times over the course of a day and cannot detect intru-
sions after the device has been unlocked. As a result, there
is a strong need for a complimentary continuous authentica-
tion to ensure owner’s identity after login stage. Explicit au-
thentication mechanisms are not appropriate for continuous
authentication scenarios because they would lead to usability
issues. In [2], authors found that the most desirable user au-
thentication method should be able to implicitly and contin-
uously perform user identification in the background without
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disrupting real-life natural user-device interactions. However,
due to performance and cost concerns, it is not feasible to im-
plement an entire new implicit authentication framework that
replaces the current mobile security system. The goal of our
work is to complement the current mobile security framework
with continuous and implicit authentication by intelligently
monitoring and analyzing user-device interactions.

In this context, touch screen gestures have recently gained
popularity as a new "biometric" signature for user authenti-
cation [3–6]. This is because: (1) touch data is indicative of
two biometric features, i.e., the user hand geometry and mus-
cle behavior. Such biometric characteristic variations have the
potential to provide user discrimination; (2) touch data can
be easily accessed with very low overhead on mobile devices
nowadays.

However, most of the current work solve the identity recog-
nition problem under controlled environments. This means
either users are required to perform pre-defined touch gesture
patterns or the touch screen data is collected under monitored
laboratory environments. Thus, the collected touch data may
not represent the natural usage of mobile devices and these
methods may only be applicable for explicit identity recogni-
tion (e.g., at login screen). Due to these controlled conditions,
these methods might be unable to capture the most valuable
characteristics of touch screen data for user identity recogni-
tion implicitly and continuously.
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Figure 1: Performance of solutions in prior arts when applied on
touch data collected in uncontrolled environment. DU, UD, LR,
RL, ZI, and ZO indicates slide up, slide down, slide right, slide
right, pinch, and spread, respectively. EER stands for equal error
rate and it measures how often the user is mis-identified where
the False Match Rate(FMR) equals False Non-Match Rate(FNMR).

To justify our above hypothesis, we performed some exper-
iments to evaluate the state-of-the-art methods in [3] and [6]
under an uncontrolled environment using a touch dataset col-
lected from users that are allowed to freely use the phone
(e.g., checking emails and browsing the web). The perfor-
mance plot in Fig. 1 indicates that these methods work well
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Figure 2: Three users’ touch data in launcher applications

in touch data collected under controlled environments but fail
to authenticate users under more natural conditions. The so-
lutions in [4] and [5] employ pre-defined touch gestures, and
some of them require users to use even five fingers which
might be unnatural for users to perform. Therefore, these
methods for explicit authentication might be difficult to ap-
ply in real-life situations for implicit and continuous identity
recognition.

1.1 Touch Data in Uncontrolled Environments
Users can freely interact with mobile devices using four

types of touch gestures in general: click, swipe, zoom-in, and
zoom-out. In uncontrolled environments, the real-world touch
screen usage behavior is not as stationary as the one in con-
trolled environments. The generated touch data becomes nois-
ier and more unpredictable. There are two fundamental types
of variations during natural touch screen usage: Usage Behav-
ior and Application Context.

1.1.1 Data Variation by Usage Behavior
We implemented a background service on several Android

devices to implicitly collect touch screen usage data. Since the
service is transparent to the device user, the collected touch
data is natural and uncontrolled. Fig. 2 depicts three different
users’ touch screen data in the launcher application collected
over one week. The trace of the points reflect the swipe ges-
ture, whereas the size of the points represent the size of touch
area between users’ fingers and the screen surface. In addi-
tion, different usage time is shown in different colors.

Fig. 2 shows that the touch data of different users has dis-
tinct motion patterns, and the data from the same user is not
always uniform. For example, a single type of swipe gesture
has significant variations in terms of location, direction, cur-
vature, length, and touch strength. By investigating the touch
behavior of users, we found that those variations might be
caused by device holding patterns (e.g., left-hand vs. right-
hand holding the device, operating the device with one hand
vs. both hands), user mobility patterns (the user is station-
ary, walking, or in traffic), even caused by different usage
behaviors over time and location (e.g., weekdays at work vs.
weekend at home) or longitudinal changes in user behavior
over time (e.g., touch data today vs. several months ago).

1.1.2 Data Variations by Application Context
Users’ touch gesture patterns are also strongly dependent

on the current application being used and user’s goal within
the application. For instance, if a user tries to perform a scroll
down operation while reading emails, the length of swipe ges-

(a) Launcher (b) Browser (c) Map

Figure 3: One user’s touch data in different applications

ture is mostly proportional to the length of the email. How-
ever, other applications (e.g., map or browser) may not share
similar scroll down operations. Fig. 3 depicts the touch screen
data of one user in launcher, browser, and map applications
over one week. It can be seen that user’s touch patterns are
significantly different and dependent on the running applica-
tions. These observations encouraged us to develop context-
aware user identification by analyzing backend information
including running applications.

1.2 Research Questions and Contributions
Based on the data properties identified in uncontrolled en-

vironments, we raised three new research questions that are
relevant when building touch screen based user identity recog-
nition services in real-life applications.

1. How to deal with data variations in uncontrolled en-
vironments? As we have identified in previous sec-
tions, the touch screen data in uncontrolled environ-
ments is noisier and non-stationary. This makes it diffi-
cult to apply static pattern recognition methods that are
not adaptive to user’s bahavior and data variations over
time. Thus how to select a representative set of train-
ing examples of touch data is an important pre-requisite
before extracting useful features.

2. How to improve the accuracy of user identity recog-
nition? The information contained in a single touch
gesture example may be not enough to discriminate one
user from others since users may share similar touch
gestures. This problem causes the difficulty in achieving
high accuracy and highlights the importance of extract-
ing highly discriminative features in combination with
adaptive recognition methods.

3. How to achieve real time recognition in practice?
Since our goal is to develop algorithms that recognize
user identity in real time, on device computation com-
plexity is extremely important. System performance mea-
surements must be considered to balance the trade-off
between accuracy and computational cost on device.

In this paper, we introduce a novel Touch-Based Identity
Protection Service (TIPS) that addresses the above questions
to perform user implicit identification in real-time in uncon-
trolled environments. Our main contributions are as follows:

• We study the characteristics of touch data in real-life un-
controlled environments and show that there are signif-
icant variations cannot be captured by existing methods
focused on controlled environments.



• We design the TIPS - a novel, implicit, continuous, context-
aware user identify recognition service using the natu-
ralized touch screen data. TIPS leverages a set of highly
discriminant touch screen data features as well as an
adaptive sequential identification method.

• TIPS is implemented on the Android platform and eval-
uated extensively in practice with 123 users (23 device
owners and 100 guests) and over 23 different phones (8
Galaxy S3, 3 Galaxy S4, 12 Nexus 4). TIPS can achieve
over 90% accuracy in continuous user identity recogni-
tion in real-time.

2. RELATED WORK
The research of touch screen based user identify recogni-

tion draws from multiple areas, such as implicit and con-
tinuous identity authentication and touch gesture based user
recognition under controlled and uncontrolled environments.

Implicit and Continuous Identity Authentication. Since
our paper aims to authenticate users under uncontrolled en-
vironments, the authentication is performed in an implicit
manner during regular touch screen interactions. Several im-
plicit identity sensing approaches have been proposed in the
past that leverage the sensors on mobile devices such as ac-
celerometer [7], GPS [8], touchscreen [9, 10], and micro-
phone [11]. Compared to other sensors for user authentica-
tion, touch screen data has many advantages such as finger-
related personalization, accurate and robust data collection,
and low sampling cost. In this paper, we leverage touch screen
data to build implicit user identification.

Touch Gesture Based User Recognition under Controlled
Environments. Touch screen gestures, as a normal and widely
used user-device interaction method, has been recently used
as a biometric modality for user identity recognition and ver-
ification. Feng et al. [3] extracted finger motion speed and
acceleration of touch gestures as features. Luca et al. [12]
directly computed the distance between gesture traces using
the dynamic time warping algorithm. Sae-Bae et al. [4] de-
signed 22 special touch gestures for authentication, most of
which involve all five fingers simultaneously. They computed
dynamic time warping distance and Frechet distance between
multi-touch traces. Frank et al. [5] studied the correlation be-
tween 22 analytic features from touch traces and classified
these features using k-nearest-neighbors and Support Vector
Machines. Shahzad et al. [13] proposed to use touch screen
gestures as a secure unlocking mechanism at the login screen.
However, all prior works either require users to perform pre-
defined touch gestures, or the data is collected under con-
trolled experimental environments which might not be rep-
resentative of natural user interactions. In this work, we ex-
plore implicit real-time user identification from data collected
under more natural uncontrolled environments.

Motion Sensor Enhanced Touch Gesture User Recogni-
tion. Bo et al. [14] presented SilentSense, a framework to
authenticate users silently and transparently by exploiting the
dynamics mined from users’ touch behavior biometrics and
the micro-movement of the device caused by users’ screen-
touch actions. Although implemented on the Android plat-
form as a background service, SilentSense does not explore
the data variations in uncontrolled environments. Further-
more, our TIPS approach can also leverage the application
context to improve performance. We did not employ mo-
tion sensor data when authenticating user identity since it is
power consuming and we want to focus on pure touch screen
based user recognition in the paper.

3. TIPS APPROACH
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Figure 4: Design of TIPS

In this section, we first present the system overview of TIPS
and then discuss the details of the features computed and user
identification methods developed in our framework.

3.1 System Overview
Fig. 4 shows the high-level architecture overview for TIPS.

TIPS collects the touch gestures input data and running ap-
plication context information from the Multi-touch Driver and
Running Application Context Listener respectively. The col-
lected raw data is then transferred to the Multi-touch Ges-
ture Engine for data pre-processing and feature extraction.
In the training session, the pre-processed data is combined
with the running application context information to gener-
ate a Multi-touch Data Library consisting of gesture templates,
while in the authentication session, the touch inputs are used
to first locate the templates in the Multi-touch Data Library,
and then evaluated in the Touch Gesture Based User Authen-
tication Module. The Touch Gesture Based User Authentication
Module compares incoming touch gestures with the templates
in the Multi-touch Data Library and log the result. When a
user tries to access an app, the system will use the App Library
to check whether the app allows unauthorized users. If it does
not, the Application Access Control will prompt a password di-
alog to request explicit password. Otherwise, no action is per-
formed unless there is a need to update the Multi-Touch Data
Library due to a misclassification (adaptive component).

3.2 Touch-Screen Data Features
Previous works on touch data based identity recognition

under controlled environment only considers biometric fea-
tures. In our work, we consider two new sets of behavioral
and contextual features to improve performance under un-
controlled environments.

3.2.1 Biometric Features
Previous studies have shown that user’s touch screen data

may have specific characteristics in terms of biometric fea-
tures such as swipe speed and contact size.

Swipe/Zoom Speed reflects how fast a user performs a
swipe/zoom gesture. Although this feature might be affected
by user’s current emotional state or environment, it is usually
determined by the user’s finger and hand muscles. This fea-
ture can be calculated by the collected using the touch time
and location. .

Click Gap represents the time difference between two clicks.
This feature is especially useful when dealing with virtual typ-
ing gestures. Its value is the difference of time stamp data
between two clicks.

Contact Size is the contact surface area between user’s fin-
ger and the touch screen surface. The contact size value can
be affected by how hard the user touches the screen, there-



fore sometimes it is also used as an approximation of touch
pressure. It can be determined by the size of the user’s fin-
ger to some degree. (e.g., the contact size of a child’s finger
is usually smaller than that of an adult.) However, we found
that this feature does not perform as well as in controlled en-
vironments which can be observed clearly in Fig. 2 and Fig.
3. Different mobile models employs different system readings
to represent the contact size information: Samsung Galaxy
S3 and S4 use TOUCH MAJOR, TOUCH MINOR, and WIDTH
MAJOR, and Nexus 4 employs PRESSURE and TOUCH MA-
JOR. The contact size can be calculated from these readings.

3.2.2 Behavioral Features
From Fig. 2, it can be seen that specific behavioral features,

such as touch location, swipe length, and swipe curvature
are good indicators of users’ behavioral patterns of interac-
tion with mobile devices. We confirm this later in our experi-
mental evaluation. These behavioral features are determined
not only by users’ touch behaviors, but also by the manner in
which users hold the mobile device.(e.g., left-hand or right-
hand holding, one hand vs. both hands). We can calculate
the behavioral features from touch location readings.

Touch Location indicates the swipe location preference.
For instance, when performing a vertical swipe gesture, some
users like to do it on the left part of the touch screen, while
some others may prefer the right part of the touch screen.

Swipe/Zoom Length represents the length of the swipe or
zoom gestures. This feature is application dependent. For
example, during a left-to-right screen scroll operation in the
launcher application, some users may swipe all the way on the
touch screen while others may only swipe a short distance.

Swipe/Zoom Curvature is another useful feature which
represents the slope of a user’s swipe or zoom gestures. The
consistency of this feature can be seen from the swipe/zoom
gestures shown in Fig. 2.

3.2.3 Context Features
As stated in the previous section, the running application

context is extremely important for identity recognition. User’s
touch gestures in the launcher application are significantly
different from the same user’s touch gestures in Email, Browser
or Map applications. To address this, we maintain different
gesture templates for each running application and perform
adaptive classification. When a new application is installed
on the smartphone device and been used by the smartphone
user, our system will automatically create a template database
for this application and save templates for training.

3.3 User Identification Methods
In this section, we describe the details of our classification

method employed to address the three research questions in
Section 1.2.

3.3.1 1NN-DTW
To perform user identity recognition, we combine the One

Nearest Neighbor (1NN) classifier and Dynamic Time Warp-
ing (DTW). This allows us to capture the variety of user’s
touch screen data by maintaining different gesture templates
per application and adapt them over time and user behavior.

Dynamic Time Warping is considered an efficient way to
measure the similarity between two time series. It works by
computing the Euclidean distance between any two input se-
quences of feature vectors and finds the optimal sequence
alignment using dynamic programming. A simple illustration
of the alignment process is shown in Fig. 5(a). The blue and
green lines are two sequence. The black lines between them

(a) DTW (b) 1NN

Figure 5: Simple illustration to DTW and 1NN

are the distance value, and by summing the shortest distance
of each points on the two sequence, we can acquire the DTW
distance of the two sequence.

One Nearest Neighbor Classifier is a non-parametric method
for classifying objects based on the closest training example in
the feature space. When applying this method to our problem,
we calculate the DTW distance between an incoming touch
input gesture (e.g., the green circle in Fig. 5(b)) and all can-
didate gesture templates in the library. The label assigned to
the incoming gesture is that of the closest gesture template
in the library according to the DTW distance (e.g., the red
triangle in Fig. 5(b)).

3.3.2 Sequential Recognition
One way to recognize user’s identity is to always use the

single newest incoming gesture and compare it with the ones
in the gesture template library as described above. However,
this approach would not capture the temporal correlation of
consecutive gesture inputs under natural uncontrolled envi-
ronments. In this paper, we perform sequential user identity
recognition by first observing X number of consecutive ges-
ture examples and accumulating their individual DTW dis-
tances (resulting from each pair of gesture comparison). We
call X the authentication length and use it as a metric to define
the number of most recent gestures used before providing an
identity recognition result.

Gestures within the authentication length will be normal-
ized and aggregated. Then the One Nearest Neighbor classi-
fier is employed using the aggregated value to recognize the
identity of the new touch input sequence.

3.3.3 Multi-Stage Filtering with Dynamic Template
Adaptation

Theoretically 1NN classifier can achieve very good classifi-
cation performance by always comparing an incoming gesture
with all the available template gestures in the library. How-
ever, the computational cost might be unacceptable. Another
problem is that the template library must be updated with
new training gestures regularly to compensate for user’s ges-
tural variations over time. To allow user adaptation without
increasing the size of the library or recognition delay, we em-
ploy a multi-stage filtering technique combined with dynamic
template adaptation to reduce the computational complexity
while maintaining good performance.

Multi-Stage Filtering. To reduce the DTW distance calcu-
lation in each touch gesture recognition process, we impose a
multi-stage filtering hierarchy over swipe/zoom gestures and
click gestures. For swipe/zoom gestures, the hierarchy con-
sists of the following four levels: (1)running applications,
(2)direction, (3)swipe/zoom length, and (4) swipe/zoom cur-
vature or slope. The changes of the order in the hierarchy
would not result in different sample selection result. Fig. 6
shows an example of this hierarchy for a swipe input ges-
ture in application B, with a direction of left-to-right, a swipe
length of 100, and a slope of 30. For click gestures, the hier-
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Figure 6: Illustration to the process of multi-stage filtering

archy consists of just two levels: (1) running application and
(2) click location.

The running application layer ensures that only gestures be-
longing to the same application are always compared. The di-
rection layer further divides swipe/zoom templates into four
classes: left-to-right, right-to-left, up-to-down, and down-to-
up, while the click location further divides click templates into
nine grid areas. The swipe/zoom length and swipe/zoom cur-
vature layer are employed to reduce the variation caused by
usage behavior following the direction layer. These two layers
guarantee that only swipe/zoom gestures with similar length
and curvature are compared. The above process helps reduc-
ing the number of templates a new incoming gesture needs to
be compared against thus improving recognition delay.

Dynamic Template Adaptation. To prevent our template
library from growing unbounded as user’s touchscreen usage
behavior changes over time, we set a threshold on the number
of training examples for each application to limit the size of
the template database. When a new template adaptation re-
quest is detected (misclassification), TIPS will verify if the size
of the library exceeds the threshold. If not, the new template
will be added to the database directly. Otherwise, the oldest
template will be replaced by the new template to maintain a
constant computational complexity. Since if a touch gesture is
recognized as an unauthorized input, the service will ask for
password when users try to access a sensitive or customized
application, a misclassification can be detected if the the user
instantly input correct password and access the application.

4. EXPERIMENT
We evaluated the TIPS on Android devices for many users

with both offline training and on-device real-time testing.

4.1 Experimental Setup
We implement TIPS as an Android background service that

implicitly collects touch screen data and authenticates user
identity continuously. All the touch inputs and application
context are collected from system level. No information is
provided by application side so there is no need to modify
each single application to acquire the touch data. The TIPS
app is installed by 23 smartphone users (14 males and 9 fe-
males) on their own major phones (8 Samsung Galaxy S-III,
3 Galaxy S-IV and 12 Nexus 4). In addition, we recruit 100
guest users (not phone owner) to play with a subset of phones
(13 phones) and the performance of real-time user authenti-
cation.

The experiment is consisted of two main phases:
• Off-device Simulation Phase: We build off-device touch

screen data analysis using Matlab. The data is collected
from 23 phones for 3 weeks, with triggered TIPS ser-
vice, as shown in Fig. 7(a). Each data sequence includes

(a) Collection (b) Testing (c) Notifying

Figure 7: Services developed for experiments

timestamp, the raw touch data, and the underlying run-
ning application. 23 users’ first week of touch data was
used as training templates and the subsequent 2 weeks
of data was employed as testing data.

• On-device Testing Phase: We incorporate both online train-
ing and testing module into the TIPS service. The on-
device training session takes one week and collects about
2000 touch gestures for each user. The user can cus-
tomize the mode (training or notification) and the au-
thentication length parameter, see Fig. 7(b). If the noti-
fication mode is selected, the authentication result will
be shown in real-time in the middle of the screen (Fig.
7(c)) and the device will be locked if unauthorized user
is detected. TIPS also logs authentication results into a
file on the device for on-device performance evaluation.

4.2 TIPS Off-device Simulation Results
In the simulation experiment, we evaluate the accuracy

performance by setting different authentication length. The
authentication length indicates how many touch inputs are
employed for an identity authentication. A lager authentica-
tion length may guarantee a higher accuracy, however it may
also result a longer delay. We employ two metrics, true posi-
tive and true negative, to represent the accuracy performance.
True positive indicates that the portion of correctly recognized
authorized inputs to all authorized inputs, whereas true neg-
ative means that the portion of correctly classified unautho-
rized inputs to all unauthorized inputs. We also verify our
intuition that one or few patterns would not be sufficient
for touch based identity recognition in uncontrolled environ-
ments. We build a full template library and also merge similar
templates to reduce the size of template library.

Fig. 8 shows the simulation results. The plot (a) presents
the true positive result under four different template database
size settings. For instance, “All Templates” indicates results
are being calculate using all templates collected in a week,
whereas “56% Templates” means 44% of the templates are
eliminated by merging them with similar templates. An inter-
esting finding that support our hypotheses on pattern repre-
sentation is: as template size decreases, the accuracy also de-
creases. This degradation is caused by the loss of information
while reducing the number of templates. Significant accu-
racy improvements can be found as authentication length in-
creased (for all cases with different templates database sizes).
When the authentication length is 8, the true positive and
true negative for “All Templates” already exceeds 90%. There-
fore we set the authentication length to 8 in on-device testing
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Figure 9: On-device testing accuracy

phase. We observe similar performance trend for the metric
of true negative, as shown in Fig. 8 (b).

4.3 TIPS On-device Testing Results
After obtaining good performance results in the simulation

phase, we implemented the complete TIPS service (includ-
ing both online training and notification modes) on Android
phones for on-device practical test. After implicitly logging
the classification results for natural touch screen usage data
over one week for 13 mobile device users, we computed the
true positive rate. By requesting guest users to test these mo-
bile devices, we computed the true negative rate. We plot the
true positive and true negative rates in Fig. 9.

For all users, a true positive rate of 91% or more and a true
negative rate of 93% or more were achieved under uncon-
trolled environments in real time. The result accuracy perfor-
mance is evaluated based on touch sequences that combines
8 touch gestures, which indicates that during 8 natural touch
inputs, TIPS can verify the identity of current user. Mean-
while, we also measured the power consumption of TIPS.
From the energy usage data collected, we found that the power
consumption of TIPS has an average value of 88 mW, and
does not exceed 6.2% battery usage. These encouraging re-
sults show the potential of this solution to perform touch
based identity recognition in real-time and naturalistic usage.

4.4 TIPS Security and Usability Analysis
Although a 90% accuracy rate is not low for a machine

learning problem, employing it in the real world may raise
both security and usability concerns. Accepting 10% unautho-
rized input could be labelled as insecure, and rejecting 10%
of the ownerąŕs inputs could be labelled unusable. However,
TIPS is not aimed at replacing explicit authentication mecha-
nisms; instead, it is a complementary approach protecting the
system after the userąŕs explicit login.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented TIPS, an implicit user identity

recognition service that employs touch screen data in purely
uncontrolled environments. TIPS analyzed real-life touch data
as well as underlying contextual information for continuous
user authentication. With extensive evaluation on the natu-
ralized touch data collected from 23 phone owners and ser-
vice deployment to 13 of them with 100 guest users, TIPS
showed its effectiveness not only on offline simulation but
also for on-device practical testing. TIPS is always running in
the background and checking touch data continuously. In the
future, we will leverage more contextual information to en-

hance TIPS’ sequential model to build optimal duty-cycling,
i.e., keeping “continuous” authentication as well as decreas-
ing computational cost maximally.
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